
The EGA basics: Social time

Our school community is a place of mutual respect, high standard in both behaviour and
learning, framed with kindness and compassion.
We treat each other and our environment the way we want to be treated and are role
models to others around school who look up to us.

In order to ensure this we follow these rules in social time

1. We are dismissed at the end of the lesson by our teachers. When we leave the
classroom we do so quietly and calmly.
There is no shouting or running, we move to our next lesson or into unstructured
social time in a way which is sensitive to our community because we are role models
to others.

2. We walk down the corridor and out of the building quickly, ensuring we do not
disrupt the learning of others still in lessons because we treat others how we would
like to be treated.

3. We use the lunch system correctly and we que in an appropriate way; no
pushing or shoving, no shouting or pushing in. We always follow the systems that
make break and lunch times work so they can work for everyone in our community so
no one person is not served.

4. When we are in the lunch hall we sit with our food on a table and ensure that
we tidy our plate away. We care about our environment and the members of staff
who work hard to support lunch times and we know that we have a responsibility to
tidy up after ourselves because we model the behaviour we want to see in others.
We do not litter our school community. We never litter

5. We spend social time with our peers and make sure that we are not using that
time to bring conflict from outside of school or lessons into the day. We talk
respectfully to one another and ensure that the interactions are positive. Where there
are issues that have arisen before a break or lunch we seek out an appropriate
member of staff to support. We DO NOT take conflict resolution into our own
hands because we realise that there are trained adults who can make sure conflict is
resolved together better than we can on our own.

6. At the end of social time we will line up if we are in Key stage three, if we are in key
stage four we move immediately to lessons in a quiet and calm way, just as we did
when we began social time. We understand punctuality to lessons is important
and lost learning can lead to less progress and lower attainment and we want to
get every minute of learning time we can because we learn without limits.


